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Abstract—On-chip low skew clock distribution driving large
load capacitances can consume as much as 70% of the total dy-
namic power that is lost as heat, resulting in high cooling costs. To
mitigate this, an energy recovering reconfigurable series resonance
solution with all the critical support circuitry is described. This

resonant clock driver on a 22 nm process node saves about
50% driver power ( 40% overall) and has 50% less skew than
non-resonant driver at 2 GHz, while operating down to 0.2 GHz
for dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. Reconfiguring for
pulse mode operation enables further power saving, using latches
instead of flip-flop banks, for double data rate applications. Trade-
offs in timing performance versus power, based on theoretical
analysis, are compared and verified, to enable synthesis of an
optimal topology for a given application.
Index Terms—Clocks, dynamic voltage and frequency scaling,

high speed integrated circuits, low-power design, resonant drivers,
systems-on-chip, timing.

I. INTRODUCTION

P OWER dissipation considerations continue to dictate
the use of multi-core architecture in processors and sys-

tems-on-chip (SoCs) in technologies beyond 45 nm [1], [2]. A
full chip clock distribution network (CDN), meeting stringent
timing requirements, can alone take 25% of total power in
processors and sometimes as much as 70% in SoCs [3]. Tran-
sistor scaling using “More of Moore's law” reduces area and
gives faster devices. However, constant voltage scaling can
result in significantly higher power densities [4]. Due to the
cooling costs needed to contain this, there has been an abrupt
halt in the clock frequency increase even though the transistors
themselves can switch much faster [5].
The energy used in each period to charge the clock grid node

capacitance can be recovered and reused with an integrated
inductor in parallel, forming a continuous parallel reso-
nant (CPR) tank network [3]. The recovered energy would have
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been otherwise dissipated as heat. resonant circuit opera-
tion for reducing power densities in high speed clocking appli-
cations has been extensively reported [6]–[11]. Such recovery
techniques are currently used in nanometer commercial pro-
cessors for global clocking [1], [8]. Even in multi-core proces-
sors, total power consumption can be further reduced by using
inductors.
To reduce more power, modern high performance mobile de-

signs are also using increasing number of voltage domains and
regional clock trees [12]. The use of dynamic voltage and fre-
quency scaling (DVFS) technique for switching power reduc-
tion requires the clocking distribution scheme to track as well.
It is beneficial to extend the resonant solutions from global to
regional clocking [13]–[16]. However, the smaller capacitance
values from local trees will dictate larger values of inductances
for the same resonance frequency [17].
This paper examines solutions to various limitations in using

resonant clock drivers. Resonant clock solutions extending the
operating frequency range have been reported [1], [17]–[21].
While [1], [20] use multiple inductors to switch into the par-
allel resonance structure, [17]–[19], [21] use a series resonance
topology. Pulsed mode series resonance described in [17], [19]
uses special latches to achieve best savings of power and area.
The series resonance driver scheme in [18] generates flat-top
outputs. However, the control signals necessary to support its
robust and low power operation may need special circuits which
are not detailed. In this work, a reconfigurable generalized se-
ries resonance (GSR) scheme combining the above, with sup-
port circuitry, is proposed. This can be dynamically reconfig-
ured into various series or parallel resonance modes of opera-
tion as optimal for the application.
For real life clocking applications in high speed computing

and communication, timing closure is of utmost importance
for functionality, performance, and yield [11], [12]. Lowering
power at the expense of timing parameters like insertion delay
variation, slew rates and skew may not be acceptable [3], [12].
This work arrives at closed-form design equations determining
the power consumption improvements in clock drivers and
analyzes the timing performance at the clock sink points. It
also does a comparative analysis of generalized series resonant
(GSR) with continuous parallel resonant (CPR) and split-driver
non-resonant (NR) topologies [3], [22].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, theoretical

power and delays of series resonant topologies that can be con-
figured from GSR are analyzed. Section III describes the de-
sign of critical support circuit elements that can be used for all
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Fig. 1. (a) Pulsed Series Resonance (PSR) where the inductor is periodically
connected to the load capacitance with controlled input pulse width .
Output has a pulse of width driving a higher capacitive load at reso-
nance. For an ideal inductor , both input and output are from 0
to . (b) Series model for analysis with bottom switch closed
and top switch opened, during the time 0 to . (c) Output pulse with
non-ideal inductor when cycling though one clock period. Input
pulse width must be larger than damped oscillation cycle . Voltage

on the capacitor does not swing rail-to-rail. Extra power is
needed to restore to rail. (a) Switching model. (b) Series resonant
tank. (c) Output at capacitor for finite inductor .

the configurations. In Section IV, tradeoffs of various configu-
rations are tabulated. Section V validates the design with simu-
lation results from a 22 nm process technology. Section VI con-
cludes the paper.

II. SERIES RESONANCE POWER AND TIMING

In this section, the basic series resonance operation is an-
alyzed and then generalized as the reconfigurable GSR. The
power and performance relations for driving large capacitive
loads are derived in order to select the optimum configuration
for the given application.

A. Pulsed Series Resonance (PSR) Driver
A way to save the energy stored on the large load capaci-

tance, using an inductor in series with switch , is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The preliminary implementation was presented in [17]
and the theoretical analysis with performance trade-off equa-
tions is detailed here. Controlled by an input pulse stream signal

, closes when the output needs to go low. The se-
ries inductor allows the energy stored on the load capacitor to
be transferred to the node and then recovered back im-
mediately to make the output go high. This creates a pulse of
resonance period . Energy can be recycled with the series

resonant tank formed,

shown in Fig. 1(b), when is closed [17], [19]. Thus, the
pull-up switch does not need to charge the output to all
the way from 0 V.
When input signal is high, the resonant tank is

formed and when low, the driver is in non-resonant mode. The
input stream is required to have certain minimum
width , as shown in Fig. 1(a), to generate a resonant pulse
stream at the output with minimum power [19].
Analysis of Fig. 1(b) is first done for a step input from the

closing of the (NMOS) switch. In Fig. 1(b), the total resis-
tance is the series combination .
is the active resistance of switch , is the wiring para-
sitic resistance and the inductor resistance
[23], [24]. Here, is the component quality factor of the in-
ductor at frequency . is modeled as the lumped equiva-
lent of the distributed clock tree wire impedance. The overall
tank quality factor is degraded from ,
as is larger than . The output impedance of the
supply too is included in if significant. The parasitic equiva-
lent series resistance of the load capacitance is ignored
in this comparative analysis, but can be factored as the compo-
nent quality factor . The voltage loop in Fig. 1(b) yields,

(1)

This leads to a second order differential equation for inductor
current , with initial value of 0 and , as

(2)

For the underdamped case having complex conjugate roots,
the inductance needs to have a minimum value given by the
condition [19]. Solving (2) gives the inductor
current as,

(3)

where the damped oscillation frequency is given by,

(4)

The current peaks are limited between
. With ,

the capacitor output voltage can be derived by integrating the
current in to give,

(5)

For large values of tank ( 10), the two frequencies
and can be taken as equal and the last term in (5) can be
neglected. However, on chip values can be quite small ( 6)
and the second order effects need to be considered for accurate
analysis with . To meet underdamped condition
needed for PSR operation, we need .
Fig. 1(c) shows the detailed output amplitude levels. The en-

ergy recovery process is done through the inductor current in
resonant mode. The output voltage rises high by itself till a cer-
tain voltage recovery point, without drawing current from the

power supply. But the highest voltage recovery point from
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freewheeling resonance oscillation is less than . The first
maximum is at . Substituting from the series res-
onance expression , the first maximum
value at from (5) can be approximated as,

(6)

To reach 90% of , as normally required, a is
needed. As this is generally too high to realize on chip, the
output is pulled up to rail using the (PMOS) pull up switch,
forcing the final to . The capacitor output will ring
with minimum value at . The minimum voltage logic
low can be calculated from (5) at as,

(7)

To reach the standard 10% of , we need a , which
is less difficult to achieve than 14 needed for the . For
, lower can be obtained by using a smaller inductor bias
like . This will also change (1) and (5) giving a lower

than (6), but that is already taken care of by pull up switch
.
If the width of the input pulse is sufficient to allow

the inductor current waveform to go through a complete oscil-
lation of , all possible energy can be recovered. The
power needed to drive rail-to-rail is the well-known expres-
sion [3]. In the case of PSR, the power needed to
pull the output only from to full can be obtained as
( [25], yielding the relation,

(8)

This is valid for all frequencies where . At
, PSR takes about 1/3 power of NR.
In Fig. 1(c), the propagation delay to of the falling

edge is less than a quarter cycle , and taken as
for large . Combining with under-

damped condition for inductance as , the delay
at minimum inductance for PSR can be approximated as,

(9)

Inductance values larger than the minimum will
give larger delays but gain higher tank , resulting in less power
consumption. For large values, the fall time from 90% to
10% points can be approximated from the second term in (5)
as [26]. is larger than for lower
( 10) as it includes the based pull up time in Fig. 1(c).
Again, for high and minimum inductance, we get

. Increasing inductance improves power savings but
decreases slew rates. Thus there is a tradeoff between delay and
power savings within the scheme while choosing component
values. Larger inductor size also implies larger metal area.
As keeping small implies using smaller inductors, it is at-

tractive to use PSR. The resonance time itself is relatively flex-
ible to choose with . This inequality requirement
between , and values provides an extra degree of
freedom as the resonance frequency can be kept much higher
than clock frequency . When operating with

Fig. 2. (a) Generalized Series Resonance (GSR) with pull up and pull down
switches for rail-to-rail operation. (b) An equivalent series resonant circuit
model for GSR with closed, open and open. (a) Switching model.
(b) Series resonant tank.

Fig. 3. The required timing diagram for generating rail-to-rail (0 to ) clock
output pulses shown is crucial for controlling the switching operation in GSR.
The equal pulse widths of generated from rising and falling edges of the
clock input can be used to logically derive the switch control signals and

to generate ideal 50% duty cycle output clock at . All voltage signals
swing . The current peaks are .

narrow output pulses, is a fraction of the minimum period
across DVFS. This gives the wide frequency operation

feature of PSR, down to the lowest clocking frequency. It is
optimal to use PSR with level-sensitive latches that only depend
on the controlled falling edge [17]. The pulse mode of operation
can also save power downstream by replacing master slave flip-
flops with the level-sensitive latches that take lower power [17],
[19].

B. Generalized Series Resonance (GSR) Drivers
Fig. 2 shows a series resonance scheme, termed as general-

ized series resonance (GSR), as it is a generalized form of PSR
[17]. As the values of for on-chip metal inductors are usually
very low ( 4), PSR output is pulled to rail from (6) by using
a separate switch in Fig. 1(a). GSR has an additional pull
down switch to improve the from (7), giving rail-to-rail
operation. The output of PSR is a narrow pulse stream rather
than near 50% duty cycle of standard clocks. With switch con-
trol timing shown in Fig. 3, this can be overcome and 50% duty
cycle outputs obtained.
The active high control signal is derived (shown later in

Section III) from both edges of the incoming 50% duty cycle
clock shown in Fig. 3. The switch in series with inductor is
closed twice in a cycle, first to store the discharging energy and
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later to recover it. The input pulse stream controlling the
switch needs to have a specific width for resonance.
The active high control signal is derived from both edges
of the incoming 50% duty cycle clock shown. After the resonant
recovery during pulse, the active low pulls up the
output to . The active high signal pulls down the low
going output signal all the way to ground, after the pulse.
Transferring the energy between the inductor and load

capacitor during the resonance periods effectively conserves
switching energy. Compared to PSR, the inductor in GSR is
switched at twice the rate of the incoming clock, but
is on for half the duration . The governing
equations during closure are same as (1) and (2) derived for
PSR. The inductor current is then given by (3) and the capacitor
voltage by (5). However, the waveforms last only for half
the cycle. The energy recovery process can be seen from the
inductor current into the node, where the current during
discharge is recovered back for charging. When pulse
closes for half the resonance period, the is discharged
to lowest point as per (7). The

switch is ideally opened when the current is zero and all the
charge is stored on the node.
The signal then closes, connecting output to ground and

forcing the to 0 V rail. When the pulse comes next in
charging phase, it will follow (5) again with a half cycle time
shift starting from 0 V. It will not reach the PSR maximum re-
covery point but will be shifted down by . This will
give maximum resonance recovery point rising from ground as,

(10)

When the signal becomes active, it will pull up from the
above value to . From (10), it can be seen that the
voltage recovery point is lower than in PSR (6), requiring more
energy to replenish, for the rail-to-rail operation.
The power needed in GSR to pull from the value in (10)

to at frequency can be derived similar to (8) as,

(11)

This is less than the power taken by NR and, for a
nearly 50% savings is predicted. GSR power consump-

tion is independent of as long as it is sufficiently lower
than resonant frequency . Thus, the power savings are valid
over DVFS clock frequency range. The tank for GSR can be
maximized as the inductor is free to be placed after the lumped
interconnect and closer to the load . By thus connecting
the inductor branch closer to the load, the series resonance total
resistance can be reduced to as low as . Thismay
require multiple inductors in parallel in the clock tree branches
[3]. This will prevent significant degradations, improving the
energy savings further. The same assumption for underdamped
condition is made [18], as in PSR, implying a

Fig. 4. GSR control signals of Fig. 3 are generated from a regular clock.
Matched delays create pulse widths that are replica of resonance time .
Pulse series resonance (PSR) with PMOS driver is used as a voltage doubler.
GSR inductor control output is at double the supply voltage to reduce
switch on-resistance. Dashed lines indicate adjustable capacitance values.

minimum value of inductance and . Equation (9) gives
GSR delay as well.

III. CONTROL SIGNAL CIRCUIT DESIGN

This section details the important support circuits for realiza-
tion of the complete GSR solution in practice and how they can
be used in other configurations as well. Low power implemen-
tation of one or more of the following functions are needed for
resonant and non-resonant operation,
1) Pulse generators with controlled width.
2) Multiple non-overlapping pulse streams.
3) Voltage doublers.
4) Extra supply voltage .
Fig. 4 shows how 1, 2, and 3 may be realized. An optimum

delay of is generated from the network and in-
verter in the input stage of Fig. 4. The series inductor
is a replica of , and the matching Miller capacitance
tracks the load from Fig. 1 and 2. The pulse width,

in Fig. 3, is determined by . The pulse
width is set slightly larger
than by sizing the inductor accordingly. Here
is the non-negligible gate capacitance of the switching transistor
corresponding to in Fig. 2. Capacitor is also matched to

like , and can in fact absorb the line capacitance of mul-
tiple drivers, or switches of distributed inductors paralleled.
This replica timing eliminates the need for synchronization with
conventional DLL/PLL circuitry that may require more area and
power.
Repeated low going pulses are generated from both the edges

of the input using an gate and the replica
delayed signal. The output can be inverted to obtain
the signal that controls the GSR inductor switch. The other
two signals and are readily obtained through logical
operations of and the output.
Thanks to the Miller gain around the buffer [27], it is

not necessary to have the entire load capacitance duplicated for
replica delay. This saves power in charging and discharging this
capacitor as well. During run-time, to account for inductor and
load capacitance variations, the variable resistor can be
tuned to adjust the delay and change appropriately.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE POWER AREA TRADEOFFS

A poly-resistive ladder network with switches can be used to
digitally tune for lowest power at run-time. Capacitors and

can be varied to match the loads used, during die to die
calibrations, to give lowest power.
In Fig. 2, the switch on-resistance in GSR, for the

same device size as NR, will be higher due to the source bias
voltage of in the NMOS. The drain source resis-
tance is inversely proportional to gate source voltage in the

quasi-static linear regime and given as
[27], [28]. While is full gate voltage of in NR case,
in GSR it is only half that, as the source is biased at .
Transistor width can be increased to compensate for this,
but will increase area and capacitance. Other alternative is to
drive the gate with higher voltage [19]. To illustrate, for a 22
nm process with , and

, a of 600 is sufficient to give less
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than 1 when driving 1 pF of load capacitance. The inductor
switch ( in Table I) gate capacitance is typically 10 fF.
This is equivalent to a typical medium-sized standard cell in-
verter in DSM technologies, termed INV, having a NMOS
of 250 and a PMOS of 350. The GSR doubler itself takes
equivalent of 5 INVs. The rest of the signal generation logic
takes an equivalent of 16 INVs. The total driver gate switching
power, even for the doubled voltage, is less than 6% of load
power. Resonant technique [29] is used to drive the line
itself as shown in Fig. 4.
A low power voltage doubler scheme for shown in Fig. 4

uses pulsed resonance technique. The GSR inductor switch con-
trol output can swing at twice the supply voltage [30].
The circuit is actually a PMOS complement of the PSR driver
discussed in Section II-A. When the PMOS switch is closed,
the inductor series resonates with the capacitance and the
additional GSR driver gate capacitance . The series in-
ductor needs to be large enough to give the timing
needed at . For large load capacitances ( 10 pF) the reso-
nant inductance values are quite small ( 0.1 nH) allowing the
use of larger values of to give lower area . Otherwise,
each pF of load would require 100 INVs for . For load ca-
pacitors, a is realizable at 5 GHz giving less than 1
of series resistance per 1 pF.
With 1/3 power savings of PSR scheme and Miller gain 4,

the equivalent capacitor overhead for power is
less than for the predriver. When shared by 4 or more
drivers in the entire SoC, this overhead is less than . PSR
takes roughly half the overhead of GSR. The signal generators
of Fig. 4 can be shared among multiple GSRs with the same
requirements to reduce power and area overhead. The use of
additional inductors, even in the predrivers, further lowers the
power needed for driving internal gate capacitances.
The bias voltages needed by CPR, PSR, and GSR are readily

available in modern, multi-voltage domain SoCs, especially in
mobile processors. The bias line draws no effective
power as more current is pushed into it than pulled out. The
output impedance requirement of this, as a fraction of total re-
sistance , can be calculated so that is not degraded to ad-
versely affect the condition for underdamped oscillation and en-
ergy savings. This source impedance is targeted to be less than
10% of the switch on-resistance .
It is also possible to use the CPR, PSR, and GSR drivers,

replacing the inductor bias voltage of at , with a
large bias capacitor. Although these capacitors are very large
( to ), it has become an acceptable tradeoff in low
power processors [1]. GSR overhead of about in Fig. 4 is
thus feasible. It takes several cycles for the output clock to be
stable after turn on, so clock gating is not possible with these
schemes [9], [11]. PSR and GSR described here do not lose
any cycles in settling to the final waveform and thus can be
clock gated. Though three inductors are used in the predriver
and driver together, the actual values of these inductors for large
loads are small and the metal overhead is not a limiting factor
in terms of area or routing blockage.
PSR driver needs only a portion of the support circuits from

GSR [17]. It is well suited to drive level sensitive latches. In
the absence of the voltage doubler, inductor bias as low as

may be used, to achieve lower levels, when tank
is very small ( 3). The pulse widths are programmed to full

rather than 0.5 in GSR. The pulses are also available on both
edges of the clock to support double data rate (DDR) by PSR.
The PSR can create the controlled sharp falling edges needed
to correctly trigger latches. The width needs to be large
enough to complete one cycle of resonance and meet the
latch transparency window target [17].

IV. GENERALIZED SERIES RESONANCE CONFIGURATIONS

Table I shows a transistor level implementation of GSR
topology and its reconfigurations for NR, CSR, or PSR opera-
tion. When all devices are used, GSR operation is enabled with
correct control signals as in Fig. 3. The equations for CPR are
derived similar to PSR and included here for comparison [14],
[16]. Table I illustrates the following important pros and cons
in choosing a scheme for a given application [17]:
1) Power and DVFS: While NR needs no inductors, the

resonance schemes need a characterized inductor that sets
. For CPR, , so different

inductor values are needed to get minimum power at dif-
ferent clock rates. For a given , the frequency range of power
savings is only an octave or so. This is a severe limitation in
DVFS systems that aggressively scale down frequencies and
supply voltages to the minimum needed at run-time. With large
variations in load capacitances over PVT corners, even the best
choice of may not be optimal in actual operation without
run-time tuning. Power savings in CPR over NR are not uni-
form, but frequency dependent, as shown in Table I. For GSR
and PSR, the resonance time need only be less than min-
imum . This inequality requirement enables the DVFS
support by PSR and GSR. It also has the benefit of providing
an extra degree of freedom for handling variations in and

. The component (before skin-effect [23]) is higher for
PSR/GSR, than CPR, since resonance frequencies are higher.
2) Delays: NR gives the shortest insertion delay. The prop-

agation delay of CPR is larger than that of NR. This adversely
affects skew due to the larger absolute variations and sensitiv-
ities. PSR and GSR resonate at much higher frequencies at the
edges of the clock rather than the whole period like CPR, giving
lesser delay than CPR.
3) Rise/Fall Times: In resonant schemes, the rise/fall times

depend on the resonance period .
For CPR, this is nearly 30% of , so the rise/fall times
are long for lower frequencies, causing increased timing delays.
This further leads to increase in power of the receiving gates due
to short circuit currents. In contrast, since in PSR and GSR
is much smaller than minimum , the slew rates are fast,
well controlled and fixed, resulting in low skew values.
4) Area of Driver: The inductor value for a given resonance

frequency and capacitance is given by . For
nominal load capacitance values of 1 pF, an of more than 25
nH is needed for CPR at clock speed of 1 GHz. In GSR/PSR,
giving some margin for pull up/down time, the oscillation time

is usually set at about 1/5 of nominal ,
resulting in 5 larger value for resonance frequency than the
clock [19]. The series inductor value is then smaller, given
by . For the 1 pF load at 1 GHz clock
rate, can be set to 0.2 ns using a 1 nH inductor resulting in
a 5 GHz of . Both PSR and GSR need less metal area for
inductors in the driver compared to CPR. Inductor metal area
for PSR and GSR can be on top of the driver active area and
not encroach on other active areas. The inductor metal usage
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can sometimes affect critical performance due to routing block-
ages in the clock tree synthesis. PSR can also use bond wire
inductors or off-chip inductors, especially for low frequency
operation [19].
For comparison, NR needs 8 INVs to drive a load of 1 pF with

optimal delays [31]; CPR takes less than 4 INVs; PSR takes 5
INVs and GSR 15.
5) Predriver Overhead: All the driver schemes shown need

additional circuitry for input pulse stream generation. NR and
GSR need non-overlapping pulses. CPR needs a minimum
timing pulse width for a given driver size for proper operation
[32]. Keeping the pulse widths minimum will minimize the
static leakage in large driver devices. The predriver require-
ments are also important in determining total power and silicon
area. When driving entire clock tree loads ( 100 pF), the
matched capacitors and in Fig. 4 can take excessive
area. Making the inductors and 10 times or more
can scale the capacitance area down by 10 . Inductors' extra
metal area is not considered as they can be stacked on top of
the active area of the predriver.
The PSR predriver takes an equivalent of only 6 INVs com-

pared to 16 for GSR. However, NR driver does need predrivers
(nearly 5 INVs) to reduce delays in driving the large gate ca-
pacitance of clock drivers, using tapered buffers [14], [15], [22],
[25], [31]. In an NR H-tree clock distribution, the extra capac-
itance driven can be 50% of for optimal delays, leading to
50% more power [14]. CPR buffer sizes are small compared to
other schemes [11], [13], [32].
6) Application: Power consumed in postprocessing of reso-

nant clock waveforms may need to be considered for the given
application. Due to the sinusoidal nature of the distributed clock
signal in CPR, special flip-flops are often needed to capture data
correctly [15], [26], [33]. The pulsed output of PSR can drive
simpler latches, instead of full master-slave flip-flops, saving
more power and even area [17].
As shown in Table I, in what is commonly termed as PPA

optimization, power, performance, and area are considered si-
multaneously. An optimal configuration (indicated by bold text
in the table) may be selected for best performance or lowest
power, at the frequency of operation. As an example, for low
frequency operation, NR may be used as timing is not critical.
CPR needs minimum driver and buffer sizes and is ideal for
single frequency operation like in global clock distribution. For
DVFS in regional clocks, PSR or GSR provides power savings
at all clock rates. For DDR operation, PSR is the best, operating
on both edges of the clock. PSR can have lower than GSR
and give lesser power savings. GSR, like NR, can drive stan-
dard gates without needing special buffers or latches and thus
preferred over PSR by current synthesis tools. GSR may also be
used in data path using dynamic logic for power savings [21],
[34], [35].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Series resonance concept in the form of PSR has been silicon
proven, albeit at low frequencies [19]. The GSR solution cur-
rently does not have measured data, but the agreement between
the theory presented here and simulated benchmarks shown
below is a validation of the feasibility.

A. GSR Functionality and Performance
The functionality and robustness of the new GSR driver and

predriver circuitry is verified by 22 nm SPICE simulations

Fig. 5. Monte Carlo simulations ( 100 runs) of GSR with predriver from Fig.
4 to check robustness over 30% variations in values of active devices and passive
components. Temperature is swept from to 125 . Signals correspond
to Fig. 3 waveforms and an INV buffer giving .

Fig. 6. GSR voltage and frequency scaling operation for DVFS showing power
for a 20 pF load ( and @ ). Higher
supply gives large frequency sweep but takes more power. Power is saved by
moving to an operating point of the lowest for a given frequency. NR
power at 1 V/1 GHz is about 20 mW for comparison.

across 30% variation in component values and transistor
model parameters [36], [37]. The results plotted in Fig. 5
show that, in spite of some outliers, the GSR output is
still functional to drive a standard local buffer to generate the

signal. This can drive flip-flops and other parts of
the digital system. The pulse width of varies to track the
changes in the resonance time that come from variations in
load capacitance. The pull up and pull down signals
are always non-overlapping.
Operation at multiple voltages is shown in Fig. 6. Power

drawn is plotted for driving a 20 pF load in the functional fre-
quency range to show suitability for DVFS technique. With
the inductor connected close to the load as in Fig. 2, resis-
tance does not degrade the tank ( 3) and the output
swings rail-to-rail. Lower supply voltages give lower maximum
frequency but take less power at functional frequencies. The
ability to scale voltage down to the minimum needed voltage
and power at any given frequency enables DVFS.
The quadratic relation of power to explains the spacing

between the curves in Fig. 6. The GSR power at 1 V and 1 GHz
is only 50% of NR power (20 mW) as per (11).

B. Comparative Analysis

Power and timing performance for GSR are compared with
NR and CPR. PSR has results similar to GSR and not shown
here, but described in [17].
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Fig. 7. Comparing CPR ( , and )
output waveform for a 20 pF load with NR and GSR ( ,

and ). Propagation delays to mid-points at
50%marker are shown on the individual curves. The NR curve is the fastest with
maximum pull up and down strengths. Using same device sizes, CPR launches
a rising sinusoid, whose falling edge does not need a triggering input. Thus no

is shown for falling edge of CPR. GSR has smaller delays than CPR.

1) Drivers: Fig. 7 shows detailed capacitor voltage wave-
forms as per (5) and corresponding equations for NR and
CPR from Table I. The simulated delays and transition times
of drivers for a 20 pF load and 3 of series resistance
(excluding interconnect ) are shown. The simulated delay
values are within 10% of the theoretical calculations. The
predriver delays are not factored for simplicity as they do not
affect slew rates appreciably. The delay expressions in Table I
are based on simplified linear models, meant for comparative
analysis. GSR includes additional delays from the pull
up/down for the non-resonant portion of its rise/fall times, as
seen in Fig. 7.
2) Clock Tree Sub-System: In order to verify the tradeoff pre-

sented, the various clock drivers are tested under identical IC
implementation parasitics from a symmetric H-tree benchmark
[17], [38]. The resonance inductance values are derived from a
standard metal spiral inductor [8] of 0.5 nH with
with a at 5 GHz. The clock tree global interconnect
is distributed on a metal layer with wires that typically have 0.1

resistance and 0.2 capacitance [38]. Clock distri-
bution is done using 6 segments of 1.25 mm each with 8 wires
in parallel to reduce the nominal interconnect resistance to less
than 2 . A 30% random variation in length is considered for
determining the clock skew. By keeping effective series resis-
tance a tank is obtained, which is sufficient
for successful GSR operation. The effect of finite component

( 30) of the load capacitance is also factored in the simu-
lations, in terms of ESR.
For a 1 V nominal operation, driving a distributed load to-

taling 160 pF, Fig. 8 compares NR, CPR, and GSR power con-
sumptions calculated across frequencies using SPICE simula-
tions. The predriver power is included in Fig. 8 in order to see
a direct comparison between driver solution use cases. Multiple
unit inductors of 0.5 nH are distributed in parallel along the tree
to get the low 6 pH value required to resonate at 5 GHz. In Fig. 8,
GSR trend follows (11) and the NR and CPR track the theoret-
ical equations for from Table I. NR takes the highest power

, GSR less, and CPR takes the least.
The global interconnect lines reduce the output swing at

higher frequencies due to delays. This can result in lower
power than calculated. NR predrivers can improve the attenu-
ated swing and minimize delays using tapered buffers, but at the

Fig. 8. Power consumption in a 160 pF load versus frequency for NR, GSR
( and @ 5 GHz) and CPR ( and

@ ) and for . Dotted lines show
theoretical calculations. CPR is optimal at its resonance frequency and
is not operated below . Inductor sizes are constant for CPR and GSR
during the frequency sweep.

Fig. 9. Simulated skews in the 160pF H-tree across operating frequencies and
topologies are shown for 1 V operation. Skew is highest for CPR which has the
largest power savings. NR has 10 ps more skew than GSR.

expense of 50% more power [14]. Table I shows GSR predriver
power overhead of about . GSR driver
takes about 50% of NR driver power of . At 2
GHz, as seen in Fig. 8, total GSR simulated power
is about 57% of NR power, compared to 47% from Table I
calculations. While the lumped model analysis is only accurate
to 20%, it shows the comparative benefits of one topology over
another. The actual power values from simulations are also
different due to voltage dependent non-linear capacitances not
accounted for in the theory. Short circuit currents in the NR
predriver tapered buffers also cause deviation from the theory.
It can be seen from Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 that, as the propagation
delays and rise/fall times get larger, less power is consumed by
GSR and CPR, compared to NR, at higher frequencies. This
is similar to the principle of adiabatic reversible logic, where
slower transition times can give power savings [6], [7].
Receiving local buffers will have varying logic thresholds

that will cause appreciable skew for large slew rates. These
thresholds will also vary due to dynamic supply variations
causing jitter. For minimum skew, it is preferred to drive NR
without distributed predrivers [12]. Similarly, GSR and CPR
with all inductors at source give minimum skew. However, due
to degradation, this will consume more power than inductors
distributed at sink points. Fig. 9 shows skews extracted from
simulations over the DVFS frequency range. This is the true
clock performance for a given power that needs to be consid-
ered. The GSR can give the lowest skew all the way to 2 GHz,
using the well-controlled falling edge as trigger. CPR shows
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the highest skew and, like NR, cannot achieve functional swing
at 2 GHz.
With wider interconnects, target skew and functionality can

be met in CPR, and NR as well, but at the expense of significant
increase in the load capacitance and power [3], [12]. This again
illustrates the fundamental trade-off between energy and delay,
as one has to be increased to decrease the other. GSR always
needs to operate below resonance frequency . However, with
run-time reconfiguration to CPR, using the same inductor, its
operation can be extended to .

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Standard DSM CMOS implementation of a reconfigurable

on-chip resonant clock distribution solution is shown. This
generalized series resonance (GSR) technique can achieve 50%
driver power savings compared to non-resonant drivers, while
reducing the skew by 50% (below 10 ps) to make it easier to
achieve timing closure. GSR has the lowest skew and fast slew
rates for a given power consumption. This series resonance
scheme supports DVFS operation and has several advantages
over parallel resonant drivers (CPR). The GSR driver gives
rail-to-rail outputs that can directly interface to standard cell
library flip-flops and logic, and also allows clock gating. It has
digitally controlled pulse width tuning to account for inductor
variations. GSR topology is flexible and can be easily reconfig-
ured to give other schemes like PSR, CPR, and NR, allowing a
minimum power solution for the application.
All the important circuitry for realization of the drivers is de-

scribed to enable the GSR driver's deployment. Design equa-
tions for delay and power based on theoretical analysis have
been derived and tabulated. These are verified to be accurate
with simulations on a 22 nm process node. The overheads in
power consumption and delays, in implementing resonant and
non-resonant schemes, are accounted for in the comparative
analysis. The performance, power, and area (PPA) tradeoff for
different schemes can be directly derived from Table I, to select
the optimal solution for the given application. This work does
not necessitate the use of high- custom inductors that need
more active area or specialty processes.
This work advances the use of energy saving resonance in

future SoCs and processors by providing a comprehensive
trade-off analysis. Further work is now possible to develop
automatic place and route (APR) solutions to automatically
synthesize series resonance solutions, thus allowing their main
stream deployment. Future work will discuss optimal layout
implementation of GSR with multiple inductors and distributed
parasitics for power and delay optimizations in asymmetric
trees.
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